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Abstract. Modeling and Simulation (M&S) is widely used
in various fields of engineering, manufacturing or pro-
cess industry to investigate different system variants. An
increasing problem of M&S is the complexity and variety
of system variants. This concerns on the one hand the
modeling effort and on the other hand the management
of system variants in simulation studies. A general ap-
proach to the specification of different system variants is
offered by the System Entity Structure (SES). It describes
a set of system designs with different system structures
and parameter configurations. In combination with a
Model Base (MB), an SES can be used to describe differ-
ent configurations of simulation models. The SES/MB
framework and extended software architectures based
on it define methods for the automated selection of sys-
tem/model variants as well as for the generation and ex-
ecution of simulation models. In this paper, the special
descriptive element of the SES, the multi-aspect, is dis-
cussed. It is shown, how with hierarchically arranged
multi-aspects certain forms of system variants can be
specified very efficiently. Furthermore, a method for an
automated derivation of system variants is presented in
the context of hierarchical multi-aspects. This is impor-
tant for the automation of simulation studies. For a prac-
tical illustration of the general method, it is presented us-
ing a problem from the process industry.

Introduction
Today’s systems are often characterized by a high de-

gree of variability. Variability modeling means to de-

scribe several system configurations. A system config-

uration represents one variant characterized by a sys-

tem structure and parameter settings. Zeigler [1] intro-

duced with the System Entity Structure (SES) a general

high level approach for variability modeling. To de-

scribe and manage different configurations of simula-

tion models, the SES was combined with a Model Base
(MB) and extended to an SES/MB framework [2, 3].

The MB is a repository for organizing a set of basic

dynamic models. Moreover, the framework specifies

two general methods: (i) the pruning method for select-

ing specific system configurations from an SES and (ii)

the build method for generating executable Simulation
Models (SMs). The general framework does not define

concrete algorithms for these methods.

Since the introduction of the SES/MB framework,

it has been continuously developed by different re-

searchers, such as presented in [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].

There are several approaches to the pruning method.

Originally, pruning is an interactive process. However,

interactive pruning is costly and error prone for a high

number of variants coded in an SES [6]. Therefore, au-

tomation of the pruning process is crucial.

The automated goal-driven selection of system vari-

ants is a prerequisite for automating simulation studies

involving different system configurations. Accordingly,

Schmidt [9] proposes an extended SES/MB-based soft-

ware architecture to automate simulation studies in the

MATLAB/Simulink environment. Based on [9], a soft-

ware architecture is developed in [10] that supports the

generation of executable simulation models for differ-

ent target simulators. Among other things, this is based

on the use of the Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI).

In particular, the build method and the MB have been

further developed so that, in addition to the SES, the
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MB is also largely simulator-independent.

A long unsolved problem has been the automated

derivation of system configurations from an SES when

using multi-aspects hierarchically in an SES [5, 6]. Zei-

gler and Hammonds [5] propose restructurings of the

SES for this purpose. In [11], the authors developed

an alternative approach which, in their view, is much

easier to implement. This paper focuses on the basic

approach in [11]. SES modeling with multi-aspects is

introduced step by step and deepened by means of an

example from the process industry. Before that, basic

aspects of SES’ are briefly discussed and an SES/MB-

based software architecture is presented, in which the

pruning method has been integrated to automate simu-

lation studies.

1 Some Basics of SES

An SES is a tree structure with entity nodes, descriptive

nodes, and attributes. While entity nodes describe an

object of the real or imaginary world, descriptive nodes

specify the relations among at least two entities. The

descriptive nodes are divided into aspect, multi-aspect,

and specialization node types. Aspect and multi-aspect

nodes describe the composition of an entity. Coupling

relations between entities can be specified in a special

attribute (couplings). The multi-aspect node is a special

aspect node that specifies a composition of several en-

tities of the same kind. Number of Replications (num-

Rep) is an additional attribute, which can be used to de-

fine a variable number of entities. Specialization nodes

specify the taxonomy of an entity. For automated prun-

ing specialization nodes have to define a selection rule

as attribute. Zeigler [1, 5] defined six axioms for the

construction and pruning of an SES. Applying the ax-

ioms, it follows among other things, that the root node

is always an entity, representing several or one system

configuration. The leaf nodes represent entities that are

not further decomposed. Like descriptive nodes, entity

nodes can specify attributes to define characteristic fea-

tures. For example, as Schmidt [9] shows, it is useful to

define the reference to a model in an MB and its param-

eter settings as attributes of a leaf node.

In terms of variant and variability modeling, multi-

aspect and specialization nodes represent variation

points. In order to derive one specific system config-

uration by pruning an SES all variation points have to

be resolved by evaluating the node attributes. However,

not only attributes at nodes of variation points have to be

evaluated. Pruning can also involve adjustments to cou-

pling relationships or attribute changes to entity nodes

when resolving specializations. The result of each prun-

ing operation is a Pruned Entity Structure (PES). A PES

codes exactly one system configuration. There are sev-

eral ways to implement a pruning method [4, 6]: (i) in-

teractive pruning, (ii) automated pruning, (iii) enumera-

tive pruning to derive all possible variants, (iv) selective

pruning to derive one variant, etc. This paper focuses

on the last one, the automated, goal-directed selection

of exactly one system variant by pruning. For this pur-

pose, we use the extension of the SES with informa-

tion about pruning in the node attributes according to

[8, 9, 12].

2 An Extended SES/MB-based
Software Architecture

For applications in the field of Modeling and Simulation
(M&S), the SES/MB framework was introduced [2, 3].

Basic dynamic models, which are referenced from leaf

nodes in an SES, are organized in an MB. In addition

to the pruning method discussed previously, the frame-

work must provide a build method for generating ex-

ecutable SMs. In the following, we briefly present an

extended SES/MB-based software architecture, which

supports an automation of simulation studies.

The architecture is shown in Figure 1. The concept

of the architecture was introduced in [8]. Besides the

two new components, Experiment Control (EC) and Ex-
ecution Unit (EU), also some new SES features like SES
variables (SESvars) and SES functions (SESfcns) have

been introduced.

Figure 1: Extended SES/MB-based software architecture.
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The EC is a higher-level control unit. It defines the

experiment goals, steps, and settings. Experiment steps

and settings can reactively depend on previous simula-

tion results. The EC activates the other components and

evaluates their operations. The EU is an interface to tar-

get simulators on which the generated SM is executed.

It is a kind of wrapper and uses the Application Pro-
gramming Interface (API) of a target simulator to exe-

cute the simulation and to collect results. The SES/MB

framework provides an interface to communicate with

the EC. The newly defined SESvars are used as input

interface. As output, the framework returns the SM de-

rived by pruning and generated by the build method to

the EC.

Using SESvars, value assignments to attributes of

the SES can be defined variably and depending on set-

tings in the EC. The value of the SESvars is determined

before a pruning operation depending on the experiment

specification in the EC. With regard to the SES, the

SESvars are variables with a global scope. The same

applies to the newly introduced SESfcns. SESfcns al-

low the specification of procedural knowledge and can

be called in attributes of the SES. A typical application

is the definition of dynamic coupling relations [8].

Currently there are two implementations of the ar-

chitecture, which are freely reusable [13, 14].

3 Modeling and Pruning of SES
with Multi-Aspect Nodes

Multi-aspect nodes are a powerful modeling element.

However, pruning without user interaction is challeng-

ing for multi-aspects with a succeeding specialization

or for several multi-aspect nodes in one path. Unlike

the other descriptive nodes, pruning a multi-aspect does

not lead to a reduction of the tree, but to an expansion

due to the replication of the following entity node.

Restructuring SES’ to avoid hierarchies of multi-

aspects and specializations as suggested in [5] is chal-

lenging to automatize. Additional attributes may be

needed for the restructured SES describing the same set

of system configurations and it is doubtful how values

can be assigned to these attributes during pruning. In

the next subsections it is demonstrated how hierarchies

of multi-aspect nodes in combination with specializa-

tion nodes can be pruned automatically.

For illustration, we use a problem from the field of

process industry, which is stepwise extended. Flexibi-

lization in the process industry through modularization

leads to a large number of process alternatives and pa-

rameter variants in plant design and operation [15]. On

the other hand, modularization increases the reusabil-

ity of models or model components [16]. The vari-

ant management in modular plant design according to

[17] could be efficiently handled with the SES/MB ap-

proach.

3.1 Single Multi-Aspect

The simplest case is an SES with a single multi-aspect

in a path as depicted in Figure 2. Here, the SES spec-

ifies a plant system that can consist of any number of

identical partial plants.

Figure 2: SES with a single multi-aspect, derivation of a
possible PES, and the resulting model.

In the SES tree, the root entity plant is followed

by the multi-aspect node plantMASP with the attributes

numRep and couplings and this is followed by the en-

tity node partialPlant with the attribute _partialPlant.
The numRep attribute at node plantMASP describes the

varying number of partialPlants and the couplings at-

tribute describes their coupling relations.

Above the SES tree the SESvar NumPartialPlants
is defined as input interface. The following Semantic
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Condition describes the permissible value range of the

SESvar NumPartialPlants. After that the attribute num-
Rep is defined using the SESvar NumPartialPlants and

the couplings attribute using an SESfcn. The SESfcn

cplfcn is called with the implicit variables PARENT and

CHILDREN, and the numRep attribute as input parame-

ters. The implicit variables refer to the parent and chil-

dren nodes of the multi-aspect. The SESfcn specifies a

parallel connection of partial plants. The attribute val-

ues were not defined directly in the tree only for reasons

of clarity.

Before pruning, the SESvar must be assigned a

value to initialize the attribute numRep. Then, during

pruning the entity node partialPlant is replicated ac-

cording to the current value of its attribute numRep.

Since entities are replicated at a multi-aspect node, the

entities following a multi-aspect are called generating

entity in [5]. We propose to add at a generating en-

tity node an attribute starting with an underscore fol-

lowed by the name of the generating entity. The value

of this underscore attribute remains undefined in the

SES. Pruning implicitly assigns a value that represents

a numbering of the generated entities. Thus, the en-

tities are distinguishable based on the attribute value.

The reason of this procedure is demonstrated in the next

subsection.

Under the SES, Figure 2 shows the derivation of a

possible PES by pruning. In the example, the value

two was assigned to the SESvar NumPartialPlants be-

fore pruning. Accordingly, two replications of the en-

tity node partialPlant are generated with the names

partialPlant_1 and partialPlant_2, and their attribute

values are implicitly assigned to them. Also, the

multi-aspect node is converted into an aspect node and

the couplings attribute is computed using the SESfcn.

Thus, the aspect node describes the parallel composi-

tion of the two partial plants.

The derived PES describes exactly one system con-

figuration. If one extends the leaf node partialPlant by

an attribute with a link to a basic model in an MB, an

SM could be generated with the build method as shown

in the resulting model. To focus on the new extensions,

the specification of coupling relations and some other

attributes, such as references to the MB, are omitted in

the following subsections and the build method is not

considered.

3.2 Multi-Aspect with Succeeding
Specialization

The example from Section 3.1 is now extended in the

form of describing configurations of a plant system con-

sisting of a variable set of subplants with identical in-

put/output interfaces, but which are structured inter-

nally differently. The two subplant types of power sta-

tion and waste treatment are used as an example. The

further structural decomposition of the subplants is ne-

glected here, but it is shown in the next subsection in

Figure 4.

Figure 3 shows in the left part the specification of

the problem with an SES. A specialization node called

partialPlantSPEC is added to the SES following the

generating entity partialPlant of the multi-aspect plant-
MASP. The specialization node defines a taxonomy of

its parent node partialPlant, which can be assigned to

either the power station or waste treatment category.

The child entity nodes describe the categories. How the

category is assigned when pruning the SES is defined in

the specrule attribute of the specialization.

The box above the SES tree in Figure 3 defines

the input interface and the two attributes numRep and

specrule of the SES. The input interface has been ex-

tended by the SESvar PartialPlantTypes. The Semantic

Condition specifies that the SESvar PartialPlantTypes
is a vector whose dimension must correspond to the

value of the SESvar NumPartialPlants and whose el-

ements can have the values ’ps’ or ’wt’.
The Semantic Condition is followed by the defini-

tion of an SESfcn and the two SES attributes. The

attribute numRep is defined analog to the example in

Figure 2. The specrule attribute assigned to the par-
tialPlantSPEC node defines rules for selecting the par-

tial plant category using the SESfcn.

The middle and right tree in Figure 3 show

step-by-step results of a pruning operation. In

the example shown, the SESvar were previously

assigned as follows: NumPartialPlants = 2 and

PartialPlantTypes = [′ps′,′ wt′].
In the 1st pruning step the multi-aspect plantMASP is

resolved and the two entities partialPlant_1 and par-
tialPlant_2 are generated. The subsequent subtree start-

ing with the specialization node is appended to each of

the generated entities. The result of this step is called

intermediate PES. In the 2nd step the variation point

specified by the specialization partialPlantSPEC is re-

solved. Pruning a specialization results in the union

of the parent node with one selected child. Children,
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Figure 3: SES with a multi-aspect followed by a specialization and stepwise derivation of a possible PES.

which are not selected, are removed like the specializa-

tion node itself. The selection is controlled by the rules

in the specrule attribute. In this example, the SESfcn

ppTypes is called in the specrule. It receives as input

arguments the value of the underscore attribute _par-
tialPlant of the parent node and the vector defined in

the SESvar PartialPlantTypes. Depending on the value

in _partialPlant an element of the vector PartialPlant-
Types is returned, which describes the category to be

selected and thus the selection of a child node. The se-

lected child node and the parent node are merged into

one entity node, as indicated by the merged node name

in the PES.

The underscore attribute on the generating entity of

a multi-aspect and the implicit value assignment during

pruning when generating the entities makes branches in

the tree distinguishable. The distinguishability enables

the subsequent automated assignment to different cate-

gories when resolving the specialization node.

3.3 Several Multi-Aspects and Specializations
in a Common Path

The introduced example is now extended to two multi-

aspects and two specializations in a common path. A

third category of subplant, called chemicalProduction,

is introduced. A plant may comprise several subplants

of this type. A subplant chemicalProduction may in

turn consist of a varying number of further subplants,

called chemicalSubProduction, serving either acid or

base production. This extension increases the number

of possible system configurations exponentially.

Figure 4 shows the specification of the extended

problem with an SES and Figure 5 shows step by step

the pruning to derive a possible PES.

The SES. The first four layers of the tree correspond

to the SES in Figure 3. In the fourth layer, the entity

node chemicalProduction was added as a further cate-

gory of a partialPlant. The configuration of the power-
Station and wasteTreatment type subplants is not illus-

trated.

The multi-aspect chemicalProductionMASP with

the subsequent entity node chemicalSubProduction de-

scribes the composition of any entity chemicalProduc-
tion from interface-compatible entities chemicalSub-
Production. Through the subsequent specialization

node chemicalSubProductionSPEC, a categorization of

each entity chemicalSubProduction into acid or base
production is performed.

The box above the SES tree specifies the necessary

SESvars, SESfcns, and node attributes. Their semantics

are explained below in the step-by-step description of

pruning to derive exactly one system configuration.

A pruning example. The SES input interface is

extended by the two SESvars NumChemicalSubPro-
ductions and ChemicalProductionTypes, which are for-

mally defined in the Semantic Condition. To derive a

system variant, the four variables must be assigned val-

ues before pruning. We derive a system configuration

as depicted in Figure 5.
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Figure 4: SES with two multi-aspects in one path and each followed by a specialization.

1st and 2nd pruning steps: The 1st pruning step

is performed analogously to Section 3.1. According

to the numRep1 attribute at the plantMASP node, four

entity nodes partialPlant are generated. Then, the

2nd pruning step is executed analogously to Section

3.2. By pruning the node partialPlantSPEC with the

attribute specrule1, the four previously created entity

nodes partialPlant_1 ... partialPlant_4 are specialized

according to the value assignment of the SESvar Par-
tialPlantTypes to: powerStation_partialPlant_1,

chemicalProduction_partialPlant_2, chemical-
Production_partialPlant_3, and wasteTreat-
ment_partialPlant_4. The last operation of the

2nd pruning step is to attach the remaining subtree

of the SES to the two entity nodes chemical-
Production_partialPlant_2 and chemicalProduc-
tion_partialPlant_3. The result of these pruning steps

is illustrated in Figure 5 as intermediate PES 2.

3rd pruning step: In the third pruning step the

two nodes chemicalProductionMASP are resolved. For
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Figure 5: Step-by-step derivation of a system variant by pruning.

each of the two nodes, the number of replications of

the chemicalSubProduction node to generate is com-

puted by the attribute numRep2 using the SESfcn cp-
NumFun. The principle operation of cpNumFun corre-

sponds to ppTypesFun in Section 3.2 (Figure 3). Func-

tion cpNumFun evaluates the underscore attribute _par-
tialPlant at the parent in the intermediate PES 2 as

well as the SESvar PartialPlantTypes and NumChem-
icalSubProductions and calculates the number of enti-

ties to be generated. Besides, an underscore attribute

is implicitly added for each chemicalSubProduction_i
node generated. The variability of a multi-aspect is re-

solved after entity replication. It is renamed to an aspect

and the remaining subtree of the SES is attached to each

node created. In this case, the subtree starts with chem-
icalSubProductionSPEC. The result of the 3rd pruning

step is called intermediate PES 3 in Figure 5. It should

be noted that the couplings attribute must also be ad-

justed, as shown in Section 3.1.

4th pruning step: In the fourth pruning step, the

specialization chemicalSubProductionSPEC is resolved

for each entity chemicalSubProduction_i. This results

in the categorization of each chemicalSubProduction_i
into an acid or base production. The value assign-

ments of the SESvar ChemicalProductionTypes define

the system configuration to be derived in this respect.

The necessary selection rules are variably defined in

the specrule2 attribute of the SES using the SESfcn cp-
TypesFun. The operation of cpTypesFun corresponds

to the previous explanations of the SESfcn. The return

value ’ac’ or ’ba’ decides which specialization to se-

lect. Deleting the specialization node and uniting the
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selected child node with the parent node is done anal-

ogously to Section 3.2. The final result of pruning is

shown with the PES in Figure 5.

Short evaluation. The implicitly managed under-

score attribute on entities generated during pruning in

combination with SESfcns allows automated derivation

of a system configuration (PES) specified with SES-

var. However, the complexity of SESfcns increases sig-

nificantly as the number of multi-aspects in a path in-

creases. The axiom of uniformity specified for the SES

states: nodes with the same name need to have the same

variables and isomorphic subtrees. In the SES this ax-

iom is fulfilled, but relaxed in the PES. In Figure 5 the

nodes chemicalProductionDEC do not have isomorphic

subtrees. In the context of simulation engineering this

does not pose any problem. The extended pruning ap-

proach is implemented in the Python-based toolset [14].

4 Conclusion
The example has shown that the combination of mul-

tiple multi-aspects with subsequent specializations in

an SES path supports a compact specification of a

large number of system variants. The introduction

of an implicitly managed attribute on entities gener-

ated by multi-aspects during pruning supports an au-

tomated derivation of a goal-directed system configura-

tion (PES). Thus, an automatic model generation using

the extended SES/MB architecture is supported.
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